
Extra Panel Options 

Zoom tool 

Expand or 

Collapse the 

left side 

Menu Panel Expand or Collapse the 

Toolbar Menu across the 

top 

Scale bar for visual 

scale reference 

Tool to choose 

different Base 

Maps 

Toggle for 

Coordinates  

Tabs for each open 

tool or map function. 

Look here to navigate 

between tools that 

have been opened. 

Map launches in 

Home Tab 

Link to information concerning Web App Accessibility 

Toggle layer 

transparency 

Expand and 

Collapse visible 

layers 

Toggle and Scale 

bookmarks for 

quick zoom naviga-

tion. Go button is to 

initiate navigation 

Whistler Map Quick Help Guide 

Toggle for key map 

* the description of each tool is linked by the nearest colour coded box 

This document will help you navigate the tools and functionality of the new Whistler (Web) Map Application 

The first page focuses on the Mapping Interface 

Page two looks to display the functionality of all of the tools in the toolbar along the top of the mapping interface 

There are also Help Videos available here 

Or if all else fails, you may contact GIS Help at gis@whistler.ca 

https://www.whistler.ca/whistler-web-map-help-page


Home 

Initial View - Return map scale to original 

Home button - Return Side Panel to initial 

Identify - Click or Draw on the map viewer to 

Pan - Click and Drag to navigate around the 

Full Extent - Return map scale to original display 

Bookmarks - Create and return to saved extents 

Previous Extent - Return to previous zoom 

Next Extent - Return to past zoom 

Distance - Measure a distance on the 

Area - Measure an area on the map 

Query - Search for more specific data on features 

Filter - Displays features in relation to filter specs 

Create & Share 

Markup 

Point - Draw a point 

Text - Insert text box 

Line - Draw a line 

Rectangle - Draw a rectangle 

Freehand - Draw a freehand 

Edit - Edit an existing drawing 

Erase - Erase an existing drawing 

Clear - Clear all modifications 

Export - Export drawing to Shapefile 

Plot - Plot coordinates to map 

Print - Print a version of this map 

Export - Export a version of this map 

Share - Share this map to social mdia 

Upload - Upload a supported file to the map 

Add Layers - Add more layers from an online service 

Select this to display the available map  

layers in the left menu panel 

Referring to original map view 

when map app was launched this 

Return to home panel if the panel has 

disappeared 

Search 

Search by specific known 

items like Folio, PID, Ad-

dress and Zoning 

Layer Catalog - Add other layers available to the 

Quick link to Map Tips  

Help 

Link to RMOW IT help 

Link to Video Tutorials 

Direct feedback form 

Street View  - Launch Google Street View 

 Identify tools used by drawing 

area of interest directly on the 

map viewer 

Identify 


